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1. Non Technical Summary 
 
This desk based assessment, based on a detailed examination of the available 
documentary and cartographic evidence held in both the Shropshire Archives and the 
National Archives in London, together with a site visit, has demonstrated that the study 
area, located to the S and E of the Admiral Duncan Inn at Baschurch, lies within an area 
exhibiting evidence of prehistoric, medieval and post-medieval activity. 
 

• Within the wider locality of the study area, an extensive series of cropmark 
features representing Bronze Age ring ditches and later prehistoric enclosures 
and field systems have been identified from aerial reconnaissance.   

 

• Although no specific evidence for prehistoric activity has been identified within 
the immediate vicinity of the study area, the possibility that evidence of 
prehistoric occupation might be encountered cannot be entirely ruled out; 
however a geophysical survey and trial trenching carried out in the field lying 
immediately E of the study area only identified features of modern and natural 
origin. 

 

• The study area lies just to the S of the Newtown crossroads, which appears to 
have been the focal point for a planned medieval urban settlement established by 
Shrewsbury Abbey in the early 13th century and referred to as ‘nova villa [i.e. 
Newtown] de Baschurch’ in a document of 1339.   

 

• The 1794 parish map and the 1843 tithe map of Baschurch show that the site 
was located within an elongated rectangular plot, representing part of a series of 
similar plots situated to the E of the B5067 and extending to the N and S of 
Newtown crossroads. These plots have been interpreted as representing the 
remnants of medieval burgage tenements, forming components within the 13th 
century planned town of Baschurch.  

 

• The study area lies within the SE corner of the medieval urban settlement of 
Baschurch as defined by the Central Marches Historic Towns Survey.  It is 
therefore possible that the site could contain buried occupation deposits, 
structures or other features (i.e. boundary ditches, rubbish pits) associated with 
the medieval urban settlement known to have occupied this area.  

 

• However, it should be noted that the results of previous fieldwork in Baschurch 
have revealed only slight information concerning the extent and survival of 
deposits and features relating to the medieval settlement. 

 

• It is highly likely that any buried deposits, features and structures associated with 
medieval occupation will have been significantly disturbed by post-medieval 
building activity relating to the Admiral Duncan Inn and the adjacent Orthopaedic 
Hospital (including the temporary military hospital established there in 1915).  
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2. Introduction 
 
Border Archaeology was instructed by Mr Peter Eakers of Bluemark Developments Ltd 
to undertake a desk-based assessment on their behalf with regard to a proposed 
development on land immediately to the S and E of the Admiral Duncan Inn, Baschurch, 
Shropshire (NGR SJ 4250 2200) (Fig. 1). 
 
Copies of this report will be submitted to Bluemark Developments Ltd, Mr M. Watson 
(Historic Environment Officer, Shropshire County Council) and the Shropshire County 
Council Sites and Monuments Record. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: Plan showing location of site 
 

2.1 Soils & Geology 
 
In the immediate vicinity of the site at Baschurch, the predominant soil type comprises 
typical brown earths of the WICK 1 (541r), comprising deep well drained coarse loamy 
and sandy soils locally over gravel, overlying glaciofluvial or river terrace drift.  (SSEW, 
1983). 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Desk-Based Assessment 

3.1.1 Research Aims 

 
The purpose of this assessment is to identify any known or potential archaeological 
resources within the study area and to establish their character, extent, quality and 
importance in a local, regional and national context. 

3.1.2 Research Methods 

 
The research carried out for this DBA consisted of the following elements: 

3.1.2.1 Evaluation and study of archaeological databases 

 
The National Monuments Record Centre at Swindon and the Shropshire County Council 
Sites and Monuments Record were both consulted and lists obtained of all known 
archaeological sites, listed buildings and scheduled ancient monuments in the study 
area.  

3.1.2.2 Evaluation and study of cartographic and other pictorial evidence 

 
A detailed map regression analysis of the study area was carried out, examining various 
historic maps of the specific study area dating back to the 18th century.  These maps 
were obtained from the Shropshire Archives.  Aerial photographs relating to the study 
area were consulted at the Shropshire County Council Sites and Monuments Record 
and the Shropshire Archives. 

3.1.2.3 Evaluation and study of primary written evidence 

 
Original medieval and post-medieval records relating to the study area were consulted at 
the Shropshire Archives in Shrewsbury and the National Archives in London. 

3.1.2.4 Evaluation and study of secondary (published) sources 

 
All published and unpublished works relating to sites and structures of archaeological 
and historical interest within the study area were evaluated, including relevant volumes 
of the Transactions of the Shropshire Archaeological Society. 

3.1.2.5 Site Visit 

 
A site visit was carried out on 23 July 2008 to assess the potential for extant 
archaeology on the site.   
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4. Historical and Archaeological Background 

4.1 Prehistoric and Roman  
 
There is significant archaeological evidence of prehistoric occupation in the vicinity of 
Baschurch.  Analysis of pollen samples from Baschurch Pools has identified evidence of 
tree clearance episodes dating back to the Neolithic or early Bronze Age.  Aerial 
reconnaissance has also identified a series of cropmark features in the area surrounding 
the village representing evidence of field systems, ritual and settlement enclosures 
apparently ranging in date from the Bronze Age to the Iron Age/Romano-British period. 
 

 
Plate 1: Aerial photograph with annotations showing cropmark features of prehistoric date to E, NE and NW of study area 

(Reproduced by courtesy of Shropshire Archives) 
 

Several groups of cropmarks have been identified to the E, NE and NW of the study 
area (Plate 1), including a circular features identified as a Bronze Age ring ditch at NGR 
4233 2223 (SMR No. 4038), a rectilinear enclosure of unspecified date at NGR SJ 4300 
2210 (SMR No. 4037), a pit alignment at NGR SJ 4290 2220 (SMR No. 2454) and a 
series of irregular curvilinear features at NGR SJ 4300 2210 (SMR No. 4036) possibly 
representing parts of an extensive field system of late prehistoric or Romano-British date 
(Cuttler & Moscrop, 1995, 3). Although these cropmarks are all located at some distance 
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from the study area, the possibility that evidence of prehistoric occupation might be 
encountered within this area cannot be entirely discounted, although the results of a 
geophysical survey and trial trenching in the field immediately E of the study area only 
revealed features of modern, geological and natural origin (Cuttler & Moscrop, 1995, 7) 

4.2 Medieval (5th-16th centuries) 
 
Documentary records attest to the likely existence of an important settlement at 
Baschurch well before the Norman Conquest.  The place name Baschurch is of Old 
English origin, denoting ‘Church of Bassa’; it has been suggested that it is synonymous 
with Eglwysau Bassau, referred to in the early 10th century Welsh poem ‘Canu Heledd’ 
as the burial place of the early 7th century British ruler Cynddylan, although this 
identification has been disputed (Gelling, 1992, 72).  Nevertheless, there is evidence for 
the existence of an important late Saxon collegiate church at Baschurch and it also 
served as the administrative centre for a hundred, indicating that it was a place of some 
importance during the Anglo-Saxon period (Buteux, 1996, 2). 
 
Shortly after the Norman Conquest, the church and manor of Baschurch were acquired 
by Roger Earl of Shrewsbury, who granted them to the Abbey of Shrewsbury.  The 
church of Baschurch declined in importance after this date, evidenced by the fact that it 
had ceased to be a rectory by the end of the 12th century.  At this time, the focus of 
settlement is presumed to have been situated around the parish church; however, by the 
early 13th century, it appears that this had shifted to the NE, with the establishment of a 
borough or planned urban settlement by the Abbot of Shrewsbury, first mentioned as 
‘novo burgo’ in a charter of 1227 and subsequently referred to as ‘nova villa [Newtown] 
de Baschurch’ in a document of 1339 (Beresford, 1988, 479; Buteux, 1996, 2).  The 
growth of Baschurch was further encouraged by the grant of a weekly market and fair 
from King Henry III in 1256 (Rees, 1975).     
 
Little archaeological evidence relating to the layout and density of medieval occupation 
in Baschurch has been derived from previous fieldwork; consequently, it is impossible to 
determine the extent and survival of buried deposits and features relating to the 
medieval settlement.  Recent attempts to reconstruct the topography of the medieval 
urban settlement have been largely based on the available documentary evidence and 
historic mapping (Beresford, 1988; Buteux 1996). 
 
It is presumed that the focus of the ‘nova villa’ established in the 13th century was 
located in the vicinity of the present-day Newtown crossroads, where the marketplace 
was presumably established. On either side of the road running N of the Newtown 
crossroads, the Baschurch parish map of 1794 shows two blocks of land containing the 
remnants of what appear to be burgage tenement boundaries, these being most clearly 
visible on the E side of the road (SMR No. 5089), where four narrow rectangular plots 
aligned E-W are clearly visible.  The pattern of settlement to the S of the Newtown 
crossroads is markedly less well preserved; however, it has been suggested that the two 
rectangular plots depicted on the 1794 map on the E side of the B4097 road immediately 
to the S of Eyton Lane (presently occupied by Nightingale House and the Admiral 
Duncan Inn) could represent the remnants of medieval burgage tenements (SMR No. 
5105; Buteux, 1996). 
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Fig. 2 Extract from 1794 parish map of Baschurch showing remnants of medieval burgage tenement plots to the N and S of 
Newtown crossroads 

(Reproduced by courtesy of Shropshire Archives) 

    
It appears that Baschurch, in common with many other urban plantations established 
along the Welsh border, experienced a marked decline in growth from the mid 14th 
century onwards, which appears to have been partly due to successive plague 
epidemics and to increasing border raids, culminating in Owen Glyndŵr’s revolt in the 
early 15th century, during which time several nearby towns, including Oswestry and 
Ruyton-XI-Towns, were attacked and burnt in 1400.   
 
Documentary references to grants of land at Baschurch situated ‘in the town’ occur until 
as late as 1482 (SRO Ref. 938/18), indicating that it may have retained its urban status 
until the late medieval period; however, no further references to a borough or town at 
Baschurch have been found after c.1500. 

4.3 Post-medieval (16th century to present) 
 
Documentary evidence suggests that Baschurch had probably ceased to be regarded as 
a town by the early post-medieval period; later 16th and 17th century court records and 
property deeds refer to it specifically as a manor, rather than a ‘borough’, although the 
Newtown area retained a separate identity as a township within the parish of Baschurch 
throughout the 19th century.   
 
During the 16th and 17th centuries, it appears that the focus of settlement in Baschurch 
centred upon the parish church; however, during the 18th century there appears to have 
been a moderate revival of settlement activity around the Newtown crossroads, indicated 
by the presence of several extant buildings of that date, including the School House 
(built in the early 18th century), White House (dated 1747), Nightingale House and the 
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Admiral Duncan Inn (both of late 18th century date). The School House, White House 
and Nightingale House are Grade II Listed buildings.   
 
During the mid 19th century, further settlement growth occurred to the NE of Newtown 
along the old road to Marton, as a result of the establishment of Baschurch railway 
station on the Shrewsbury to Chester section of the Great Western Railway.  Further 
building activity occurred in the vicinity of Newtown in the early 20th century associated 
with the establishment of the Orthopaedic Hospital in the grounds of Nightingale House 
in 1900, which was further extended to accommodate a temporary military hospital 
between 1915 and 1919. 
 

5. Site Specific Analysis (including Map Regression) 
 
The study area comprises a narrow strip of land along the southern edge of the existing 
car parking area, situated immediately to the S of the Admiral Duncan Inn, together with 
a roughly square enclosure to the rear (E) of the public house, currently laid to grass and 
heavily overgrown.   
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Extract from Baschurch parish map of 1794 showing dwelling house & outbuildings (subsequently the Admiral Duncan Inn) 
(Reproduced courtesy of Shropshire Archives) 

 
The earliest reference to the building subsequently known as the Admiral Duncan Inn 
occurs in a plan of Baschurch parish dated 1794 (SRO Ref. P22/L/1/1), which shows an 
L-shaped building (identifiable with the existing public house) adjoining the Shrewsbury 
road (B4097), with a walled yard and outhouse to the rear, immediately to the S of which 
was a long barn-like range aligned roughly E-W (Fig. 3).  The house and outbuildings 
are shown to occupy the W half of an elongated rectangular plot aligned E-W, which had 
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been further subdivided into two enclosures of unequal size.  Immediately to the S was a 
large field of irregular quadrilateral shape marked as a ‘Croft’ (C3), its southern boundary 
marked by a lane running NW-SE. 
 
The accompanying survey, compiled as part of an assessment to levy the poor rate 
(SRO Ref. P22/L/1/2) records this property (listed as C2) as a house and garden owned 
by Mr John Edwards and occupied by Thomas Weston.  Located to the N was Edwards’ 
own residence (C1), described as a house, garden and malthouse and identifiable with 
present-day Nightingale House, a Grade II Listed building described by the RCHME as 
being of late 18th century date. 
 
Significantly, the property listed as C2 in the 1794 survey is not described as an inn or 
public house, neither is it referred to as such in John Edwards’ will dated 29 November 
1804 (NA PROB 11/1459), where it appears as one of several messuages or dwelling 
houses ‘situate in the township of Newtown’, which were bequeathed to his sons Edward 
and Richard Edwards.  It would appear then that the building subsequently known as the 
Admiral Duncan Inn was originally built as a dwelling; the architectural detailing suggests 
a late 18th century date for its construction (Plate 2), roughly contemporary with the 
neighbouring property (Nightingale House) to the N. 
 

 
 

Plate 2: View looking NE showing principal (W-facing) elevation of the Admiral Duncan Inn, a two-storey, L-shaped house of brick 
construction (in Flemish bond), probably of late 18th century date 

 

The earliest reference found to the Admiral Duncan Inn occurs in the will of John 
Atcherley Esq. of Baschurch (executor of John Edwards’ will) dated 8 January 1816 
(proved on 1830), which specifically mentions a bequest of ‘all that my messuage, 
tenement, dwellinghouse or inn called Lord Duncan’s Head with all the outbuildings, 
garden and land thereunto belonging situate in Newtown Baschurch’, which were then in 
the occupation of one Ann Cooper (NA PROB 11/1778) (Plate 3). The name of the 
public house commemorates the distinguished British naval commander Admiral Adam 
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Duncan 1st Viscount Duncan of Camperdown (d.1804).  The inn must therefore have 
acquired its name at some point after 1804 and before 1816.  
 

 
 

Plate 3: Extract from the will of John Atcherley of Baschurch (8 January 1816) referring to a ‘messuage, tenement, dwellinghouse or 
inn called Lord Duncan’s Head’  

(Reproduced by courtesy of the National Archives) 

 

By the mid 19th century, it appears that a number of changes had been made to the 
layout of the buildings occupying the site.  The 1843 tithe map of Baschurch (Fig. 4) 
shows the public house, listed in the tithe apportionment as ‘Duncan’s Head Inn’, which 
was then owned by Edward Edwards (son of John Edwards) and occupied by one 
Thomas Wilkinson.   
 
The L-shaped building is identical in plan to that shown on the 1794 map; however, the 
barn range aligned E-W shown on the earlier map appears to have been demolished 
and replaced by a rectangular building aligned roughly N-S.  The yard and outhouse 
shown to the rear of the L-shaped building on the 1794 map also appear to have been 
demolished by 1843.   
 
The boundaries of the plot within which the inn is situated resemble those shown on the 
1794 map, consisting of an elongated plot aligned E-W and divided into two rectangular 
enclosures, marked as Nos. 260 (Garden) and 261 (Green) on the tithe map, with a 
large, irregular quadrilateral enclosure extending to the S of the property (marked on the 
map as No. 262) described as ‘Dovehouse Meadow’.  The name of this field suggests 
the presence of a dovecote in this field, presumably associated with the inn to the N; 
however no evidence of building activity is shown in ‘Dovehouse Meadow’ on either the 
1794 parish map or the 1843 tithe map. 
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Fig. 4: Extract from Baschurch tithe map of 1843 showing location of ‘Duncan’s Head Inn’ 
(Reproduced by courtesy of Shropshire Archives) 

 

The Admiral Duncan Inn was leased by the Edwards family to a succession of tenants 
during the second half of the 19th century.  At some time between 1861 and 1868, 
Thomas Wilkinson was succeeded as tenant by one Thomas Corden, whose family 
continued to occupy the inn until the 1880s.  The Cordens were no longer in occupation 
by the early 1890s; Kelly’s Directory of Shropshire (1891) lists the tenant as one William 
Jones, brewer.   
 
Significant building activity had occurred in the vicinity of the site as shown on the OS 1st 
edition 25 inch map of 1880 (Shropshire 27.4) (Fig. 5).  The rectangular range shown on 
the 1843 tithe map to the S of the public house, marked as the ‘Duncan Arms’, appears 
to have been enlarged or extensively rebuilt by 1880, encroaching into Dovehouse 
Meadow to the S.  Further to the S, a substantial detached house called Newtown Villa 
had been built, occupying the central portion of what had formerly been Dovehouse 
Meadow, with an L-shaped range of outbuildings lying immediately to the NE. 
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Fig. 5 Extract from OS 1st edition map of 1880 (Shropshire 27.4) 
(Reproduced by courtesy of Shropshire Archives) 

 
By the end of the 19th century, the ownership of the Admiral Duncan Inn had passed to 
one G.J. Hall & Sons of Shrewsbury, who are recorded as owners in the Land Valuation 
Survey of 1910 (NA IR58/75640).  The Survey lists the occupier of the ‘Duncan Inn’ as 
one W. Griffifths and describes the property as a ‘Licensed house, stabling, croft and 
garden’, valued at £3000.  The house is listed as comprising ‘four bedrooms, two attic 
rooms (not used), smoke room, parlour, kitchen, private kitchen, dairy and cellar’.  The 
outbuildings are described as comprising ‘stabling, a cow house, 2 pig pens, a coach 
house and stable for 6’.   
 
The OS 2nd edition 25 inch map of 1902 (Fig. 6) shows the plan of the Admiral Duncan 
(listed as the ‘Duncan Arms’) and the L-shaped outbuilding range to the S as essentially 
the same as that shown on the 1880 map; however, a number of buildings are shown to 
have been erected further to the E.  To the E of the outbuilding range, the 1902 map 
shows a long rectangular building, presumably stabling, aligned roughly E-W, while 
further to the E of that building, a much smaller, shed-like structure is shown, located just 
inside the southern boundary of the field enclosure. 
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Fig. 6: Extract from OS 2nd edition 25 inch map of 1902 (Shropshire 27.4) 
(Reproduced by courtesy of Shropshire Archives) 

 
It is difficult to determine the extent to which the site was affected by the establishment 
of temporary buildings immediately N and E of the site, associated with the orthopaedic 
hospital founded by Agnes Hunt in 1900 and later with an auxiliary military hospital 
established in November 1914.  The evidence relating to these temporary buildings is 
somewhat limited, but they appear to have included a mess room and shed as well as a 
recreation building, along with temporary shelters, a linen room, kitchens and bathrooms 
as well as five large marquee tents set up in 1916 (Cuttler and Moscrop, 1995, 3).  
These structures appear only to have had a short lifespan, being largely dismantled in 
1919, while the Orthopaedic Hospital itself moved to a new site at Oswestry in 1921 
(Hunt, 1925).  There appears to be little documentary or cartographic evidence for the 
layout of these buildings to indicate whether they actually encroached upon the site.   
 
The OS provisional edition 1:10000 map of 1954 shows the layout of the inn and 
adjacent outbuildings to have remained largely unchanged since 1902.  However, the 
results of a geophysical survey and field evaluation undertaken in the field immediately 
to the E of the site produced evidence of features probably relating to hut platforms and 
drainage arrangements associated with the temporary hospital (Cuttler & Moscrop, 
1995, 7).  Therefore, in spite of the lack of definite evidence, the possibility that these 
temporary buildings might have encroached onto the site should certainly be considered. 
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6. Site Visit 
 
A site visit was undertaken by Stephen Priestley and Neil Shurety on 23 July 2008 to 
determine the potential for extant archaeology on the site.  The site was walked over in a 
systematic fashion and photographs were taken at key vantage points across the site.   
  

 
 

Plate 4: View looking N showing bank running N-S across site partly marked by line of trees 

 
To the rear of the Admiral Duncan, evidence of a raised bank approximately 0.30m in 
height was noted running N-S, its course partly marked by trees and undergrowth; this 
was interpreted as being of post-medieval date, associated with the 18th century inn, 
possibly representing the E end of the enclosure visible on the 1794 parish map (Plate 
4).  Another raised bank approximately 0.40m in height was also observed running E-W, 
adjacent to and parallel with the existing southern edge of the site; this appears to 
represent the original southern boundary of the plot as shown on the 1794 and 1843 
maps, subsequently extended to the S (Plate 5).  A small square structure is marked in 
this location on the OS map of 1902 although no visible evidence for it was noted. 
 
 

 
 

Plate 5: View looking SE showing raised bank aligned E-W parallel with fence line along southern edge of study area 
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7. Conclusion 
 
This desk based assessment has identified that the study area, comprising land adjacent 
to the Admiral Duncan Inn at Baschurch, lies within an area exhibiting evidence of 
prehistoric, medieval and post-medieval occupation. The study area lies within the SE 
corner of the medieval urban settlement of Baschurch, as defined by the Central 
Marches Historic Towns Survey (Buteux, 1996). 
 
Although a significant number of prehistoric sites have been identified from aerial 
reconnaissance within the wider locality of Baschurch, these sites are at a considerable 
distance from the specific study area and consequently the potential for evidence of 
prehistoric or Romano-British occupation is limited. 
 
The study area lies just to the S of Newtown crossroads, which appears to have been 
the focal point for a planned urban settlement established in the early 13th century by the 
Abbots of Shrewsbury, recorded as ‘novo burgo’ in a charter of 1227 and subsequently 
as ‘nova villa de Baschurch’ in a document of 1339.  Little archaeological fieldwork has 
been undertaken in Baschurch and consequently the extent and survival of deposits and 
features relating to the medieval settlement has not been determined. 
 
However, cartographic evidence, in particular the Baschurch parish map of 1794 and the 
tithe map of 1843, indicates that the study area lay within an elongated rectangular plot, 
representing part of a series of similar plots situated to the E of the B5067 and extending 
to the N and S of Newtown crossroads.   
 
These plots have been identified by the Central Marches Historic Towns Survey as 
medieval burgage tenements, forming components of the medieval planned settlement 
of Baschurch.  Consequently, in view of its location just to the S of the focal point of the 
medieval planned settlement of Baschurch, there is moderate potential for buried 
occupation deposits, features and structures associated with medieval activity to be 
encountered within the study area. 
 
It is likely, however, that deposits and features relating to medieval occupation within the 
study area will have been heavily disturbed by post-medieval activity, specifically 
associated with the building later known as the Admiral Duncan Inn, which was in 
existence as a dwelling by 1794, although it does not appear to have become a 
coaching inn until after 1804 and before 1816.   
 
Cartographic evidence indicates the presence of outbuildings and enclosures 
immediately S and E of the inn, which were subsequently rebuilt and extended on 
several occasions during the course of the 19th century.  It is possible that the field to the 
rear of the inn was also occupied briefly by temporary structures associated with either 
the adjacent Orthopaedic Hospital (founded in 1900) or the auxiliary military hospital 
(established in late 1914 and closed in 1919), although evidence for these is slight.   
 
It is likely that the earthworks visible in the field to the rear of the inn are of post-
medieval date, probably representing evidence of outbuildings and enclosure boundaries 
associated with the inn, although it is also possible that they could relate to temporary 
structures or drainage arrangements associated with the adjacent Orthopaedic Hospital 
or the auxiliary military hospital. 
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Shropshire County Council Sites and Monuments Record and the Shropshire Archives.
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